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This book is designed to provide in-depth information for anyone who needs assistance with
cPanel web hosting software. If you've never managed your own website before you will be able
to confidently use the many features cPanel provides after reading this book. Even intermediate
and advanced users of cPanel will likely learn many tips and tricks that will enable them to work
both faster and smarter.

While the information in this book is as current as possible at the time of its publication (covering
cPanel 10.8.1), the features and functions of cPanel may be different from what is described in this
book. The primary reasons for this are:

• cPanel is constantly being updated and revised to add new features and fix bugs. New
features may be added or existing features extended or rearranged.
• Not all web hosts offer all features mentioned in this guide with all hosting plans. This is
particularly true of some of the third-party add-ons that will be discussed. If you have
questions about what features your web host offers, please contact them directly.
• Some web hosts may use a different default theme for cPanel than the one you see in this
book (XSkin).
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CISSP: Certified Information Systems Security Professional Study GuideSybex, 2003

	CISSP Certified Information Systems Security Professional Study Guide Here's the book you need to prepare for the challenging CISSP exam from (ISC This third edition was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's security certification candidates, and has been thoroughly updated to cover recent technological advances in...
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The Underwater Photographer, Third Edition: Digital and Traditional TechniquesFocal Press, 2006
A superb hand-on manual containing a wealth of underwater tips, hints and advice - all beautifully illustrated with brand new, full colour images.

Martin Edge, a leading authority on underwater photography, will help you capture stunning effects using his popular 'think and consider' system - offering a heightened awareness and...
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Physics for Game DevelopersO'Reilly, 2001
Colliding billiard balls. Missile trajectories. Cornering dynamics in speeding cars. By applying the laws of physics, you can realistically model nearly everything in games that bounces around, flies, rolls, slides, or isn't sitting still, to create compelling, believable content for computer games, simulations, and animation. Physics for Game...
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Windows Phone 8 Development InternalsMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Drill into Windows Phone 8 design and architecture—and learn best practices for building a variety of applications. Led by two senior members of the core Windows Phone Developer Platform team, you'll learn the underlying technology that will help you build better apps. Each chapter focuses on a single Windows Phone building...
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Usability: Turning Technologies into ToolsOxford University Press, 1992
"The book contains much insight." --B. Hazeltine, Computing Reviews
 
"Unusual in that the research it brings together spans the perspectives of cognitive psychology, the sociology of work and technology, work-oriented systems design, computer-supported cooperative work, and human-computer interaction. Although most of...
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Vision with Direction: A Systematic Introduction to Image Processing and Computer VisionSpringer, 2006

	This introductory textbook presents the modern signal processing concepts used in computer vision and image analysis in a systematic and mathematically coherent way. For the first time in a textbook on image processing, single direction, group direction, corners and edges, Hough transform, and motion estimation are developed in a principled...
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